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At Monier, we are very clear about why we serve 
the homeowners of Australia. We are  here to help 
protect the people you love. Having supplied roofing 
products for more than 100-years, we have protected 
thousands of families from the harsh Australian 
climate. It’s something we take very seriously.

The enduring success of Monier is underpinned by  
our commitment to quality Australian-made roofing 
products, superior customer service and continued 
innovation. Monier nurtures the entire process, from 
manufacturing our tiles in Australia right through to 
installation onsite. This is how we can ensure you are 
getting the best quality products and service.

However, it’s not all about protection: it’s about 
beauty too and first impressions count when it comes 
to the look of your home. At Monier, we continue 
to innovate because we know that design trends 
change and technology continues to improve the 
performance  of your roof. Because of this, Monier 
has launched  Australian firsts in Solar Roofing; – see 
page 28 for more details. 

We are all about creating strong and beautiful roofs  
that will protect the people you love.

Order a look book or get a sample 
monier.com.au

OUR  
ROOFING 
EXPERTISE

ROOFING
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“ OUR EXTENSIVE PRODUCT RANGE WILL 
PROTECT AND KEEP YOUR FAMILY SAFE 
FROM THE ELEMENTS BY KEEPING THE 
HEAT IN AND THE COLD OUT, AND ADD A 
STYLISH FINISHING TOUCH TO YOUR HOME.”
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Ensuring you pick the right roof can make  
or break the look of your home. With the  
roof making up to 30% of the façade of your 
home, it’s no wonder making the right choice  
is important. First impressions definitely  
count in increasing the value of your home. 

So whether it is a look you want to achieve,  
the best possible material or building within  
a budget, we have put together a simple  

guide to help pick the right roof for you.

After all, at Monier it is about being  
Strong & Beautiful!

BETTER COLOUR PERFORMANCE* 

SALT SAFE 

THERMAL INSULATION 

ACOUSTIC INSULATION 

 SELECTING A  
BRADFORD  
MONIER ROOF

*See our select by colour performance information on page 12
This is directional pricing based on entry level to our premium range. As price differs by state please see your builder or call Monier 1800 666 437.

PRODUCT RANGE

FOR ACCESSORIES & INSTALLATION SEE PAGE 36

CONCRETE RANGE
GETS STRONGER WITH AGE
$

TERRACOTTA RANGE
COLOUR NEVER FADES

$$

SOLAR ROOFING RANGE
INTEGRATED SOLAR
$$$

ELABANA
(BUMPY)

ATURA
(CURVED)

HORIZON
(FLAT)

CAMBRIDGE &
MADISON (FLAT -

COLOUR THROUGH)

MARSEILLE NOUVEAU

URBAN SHINGLE
(FLAT)

SOLARtile™

InlineSOLAR™
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COLOUR THAT LASTS A LIFETIME

SALT SAFE

ENDURING BEAUTY

When it comes to performance and colour, nothing is 
longer lasting than Terracotta. Monier Terracotta roof  
tiles are made from natural Australian clay and fired  
at a temperature of over 1000°C, baking the colour  
right into the tile, enabling it to withstand Australia’s 
harshest weather elements and the test of time.  
That’s why we offer a 50-year guarantee on both  
colour and performance.

SEE PAGE 16

SELECT BY TILE MATERIAL

TERRACOTTA

CONCRETE

BETTER COLOUR PERFORMANCE

STRENGTHENS WITH AGE

SALT SAFE

Concrete tiles are the most economical roofing 
material on the market. Just like concrete bridges 
and structural elements of buildings, concrete tiles 
get stronger with age. Concrete tiles are tested to 
withstand the harsh Australian weather and comes 
in a wide selection of colours and profiles.  
Our C-LOC™ Colour Technology allows our tile to 
retain its gloss 8x better than COLORBOND® Steel.

SEE PAGE 20

SOLAR ROOFING

INTEGRATED DESIGN

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

THE POWER OF A GREAT LOOKING ROOF

Monier Solar Roofing combines the power of  
100-years' roofing experience with the high-tech 
solar expertise of Bradford Energy™.  Monier has 
launched an Australian-first with InlineSOLAR™  
and SOLARtile™, innovations that strengthens its 
rich history and position as Australia's leading and 
innovative roofing company. 

SEE PAGE 28
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Monier’s versatile product range allows for many 
different architectural styles to be accommodated. From 
the classic Hamptons look on-trend now to a modern 
industrial style, there is a Monier material, profile and 
colour to suit your dream home. Speak to a roofing 
expert at Monier today to find out more about how to 
match your roof to your style.

 SELECT BY LOOK

HAMPTONS
There’s a certain coastal feeling 
about the Hamptons, which is after 
all, a beachside holiday destination. 
Distressed white trims, understated 
grey tiles and sun bleached colours 
form the cornerstone of the style. 
Monier Cambridge or Madison 
tiles are an ideal match for the 
sophisticated look that is created  
by a Hampton-style home.

CONCRETE - MADISON  
SOHO NIGHT WITH A-LINE RIDGING

SEE PAGE 27

MADISON  
SOHO NIGHT 
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COASTAL
The architecture of a coastal  
home aims to capture this essence; 
made up of natural materials such 
as weathered timber & stone this 
style is perfectly suited to native 
surroundings. Colours blend into 
sand and sea – a mix of earthy and 
light natural colours capture the 
palette of the Australian coastline. 
Highlights of recycled or reclaimed 
materials promote sustainable 
practices. Coastal building materials 
must withstand the harsh elements 
and be durable in tough coastal 
conditions, making Monier roof  
tiles the perfect roofing solution.

CONCRETE - CAMBRIDGE  
SOHO NIGHT WITH A-LINE RIDGING

SEE PAGE 26

CAMBRIDGE  
SOHO NIGHT  
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CONCRETE - HORIZON  
BABYLON

SEE PAGE 24

DESIGNER HOME
The Designer style home is one of 
the most popular when it comes to 
a new build or an exterior renovation 
as it provides elements you can easily 
use to update the look of your home. 
A combination of mixed materials 
including stacked stone, render and 
modern brick come together to 
create a layered contemporary look. 

HORIZON 
BABYLON   
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FOR MORE INSPIRATION 
ON LOOKS, DOWNLOAD 
MONIER'S LOOK BOOK 
MONIER.COM.AU

ULTRA CONTEMPORARY
Contemporary homes often get strong 
reactions, but whether you like the 
look or not, they make a statement. 
Contemporary homes feature 
composite facades with mixtures of 
brick, timber, render  or composite 
materials. Monier flat profiled tiles such 
as Terracotta Urban Shingle or Concrete 
Horizon create a streamline flat look  
that works hand in hand  
with contemporary designs. 

HORIZON  
BARRAMUNDI   

CONCRETE - HORIZON  
BARRAMUNDI WITH A-LINE RIDGE

SEE PAGE 24
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The benefits of Monier's roofing products are their longevity and flexibility.  
Here is an overview of our colour performance and technology by range.

TERRACOTTA 

Terracotta has colour baked in for life. There’s a richness 
and depth of colour with terracotta so it will never fade, 
ensuring the beauty, value and integrity of your home is 
preserved for decades to come.

Monier’s Terracotta range is made in Australia from 
Australian clay and comes with a 50-year performance 
guarantee. Terracotta tiles are the leader in colour 
retention to ensure a strong and beautiful roof for  
years to come. 

CONCRETE
Monier concrete roof tiles come in the widest range  
of colours and profiles.  
With Monier's continual commitment to innovation,  
we offer the latest technology in colour and coating,  
to ensure you have the best looking roof in the street!

COLOUR THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
Colour Through Technology is a technology mixed in 
with the concrete so colour goes right through the tile, 
which helps maintain the look of your roof over time. 
Our Colour-Through tiles are also coated with C-LOC™ 
for extra colour and gloss longevity. Colour-Through and 
C-LOC™ are available on our Madison & Cambridge tiles.

C-LOC™ Colour Lock Technology 
is our latest generation in coating.
Exclusive to Monier, it retains 
gloss for even longer, so your roof 
is more resistant to fade. Monier 
C-LOC™ Technology has been 
independently tested to have 8x 
better gloss performance than 
standard COLORBOND® Steel. 
C-LOC™ is available on all of 
Monier's Concrete range.

COLOUR PERFORMANCE BY RANGE 

TERRACOTTA - MARSEILLE 
EARTH

SEE PAGE 17

MARSEILLE   
EARTH  
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Independent testing has shown that after 2,000 hours of accelerated weathering,* standard COLORBOND® steel 
loses 98% of its gloss and shows a significant change in visual appearance, whereas C-LOC™ loses only 12% with  
no visible change in appearance. With 8 times more gloss retention, Monier’s technology outperforms other 
concrete tile and metal roofing competitors.

PRODUCT TESTING

PRODUCT LOSS OF GLOSS 

Monier terracotta tiles 0% - loss

Monier concrete with C-LOC™ coating  12% - loss

Competitor concrete tile with solvent-based coating  83% - loss

COLORBOND® steel  98% - loss

COLOUR COMPARISON ON COMPETING PRODUCTS

CONCRETE TILES SOLVENT COATINGCOLORBOND® STEEL COLOUR

AFTERBEFORE

TERRACOTTA TILE

COLOUR COMPARISON ON MONIER PRODUCTS

CONCRETE TILE WITH C-LOC™ COATING

AFTERBEFORE

CONCRETE TILE WITH C-LOC™ COATING

AFTER

AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE

BEFORE

*Product samples are independently tested in a NATA certified lab for 2,000 hours with cycles of UV exposure and condensation to simulate natural 
weather exposure. Testing has been performed on product samples of similar colour for fair comparison.



1    TILES CAN CREATE THE RIGHT  
LOOK FOR YOUR HOME 

  Tiles come in a wide range of colours and profiles, 
so you can tailor the look you are after. So, whatever 
your style, whether it is the classic Hamptons, a  
more modern streamlined look, tiles can blend  
in seamlessly with the exterior design.

2    TILES ARE BEST SUITED FOR 
AUSTRALIAN CONDITIONS

  Our harsh weather and extreme climate changes 
can be tough on roofing materials, particularly along 
Australia’s coastline. Unlike metal, tiles don’t rust or 
corrode and terracotta tiles won’t fade over time. 
It’s important to note that if you buy a standard 
COLORBOND® steel or ZINCALUME roof your 
warranty may be limited if you live within 5km  
of salt water.

3    COLOUR LASTS LONGER ON TILES

  Unlike metal roofs, Terracotta colour is forever, 
thanks to its manufacturing process, in which the 
colour is baked in at extremely high heat so the 
colour never fades. 

  While concrete tiles can fade gradually over time, 
Monier concrete tiles tested in lab conditions 
simulating natural weather exposure shows better 
colour performance than standard COLORBOND® 
Steel.1 Additionally, Monier concrete tiles offer C-LOC™ 
& Colour Through Technologies to retain the look, 
beauty and re-sale value of your home (see page 12).

4    TILES ARE RESILIENT

  Concrete tiles like other concrete products actually 
get stronger with age. Given their strength, tiles will 
not crack if you walk on them in the correct place. 
In the unlikely case of broken tiles, you only need 
to replace individual tiles versus a whole sheet of 
damaged metal. 

5    TILES ARE RESISTANT TO HIGH WINDS

  The nature of concrete & terracotta tiles means they 
may perform better than sheet metal in extreme 
wind conditions as wind uplift forces are significantly 
lower in tiled roofs.2

6    MONIER TILES COME WITH 
WARRANTIES THAT YOU CAN TRUST

  Monier terracotta roof tiles come with a full 50-year 
performance and colour guarantee; while concrete 
roof tiles come with a full 50-year performance 
guarantee. COLORBOND® Steel offers up to  
36-years warranty on standard steel, which  
may be affected if your roof:

 - rusts where sheets overlap

 - corrodes due to contact with sunscreen

 - corrodes due to contact with soil

 - lives within 5km of the ocean.

7    TILES CAN BE USED ON  
LOW-PITCHED ROOFS

  Monier’s roofing solutions are suitable for  
lower-pitched roofs. Concrete tiles can reach  
a pitch of 15 degrees with sarking, Terracotta 
Nouveau can reach 12 degrees with sarking and  
for a flat Terracotta profile, Urban Shingle can  
reach 18 degrees with sarking. 

7 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE TILES

14

The roof generally makes up 30% of the surface of your home. First impressions definitely count 
and can add significant value to your home – so it’s important to get it right.

1  AWTA product testing completed July 2016. Testing ran for 2000 hours with cycles of 8 hours UV and 4 hours condensation exposure. 
2 Broughton, G, Shoalwater and Roleystone WA tornadoes – wind damage to buildings (2008).
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At Monier we know how important getting the right look for your home is, that’s why we offer 
lapped and A-line ridging options available for both concrete and terracotta tiles.

A-LINE RIDGING - FOR THAT 
CONTEMPORARY LOOK

When completing a project, the finish of a product 
can make all the difference. It’s the same for roofing. 
If it is a more contemporary, minimalist look you are 
trying to create, consider A-Line Ridging. For a more 
traditional look a lapped ridge works really well with 
our profiled tiles.

SELECTING THE FINISH OF YOUR ROOF 

LAPPED RIDGINGA-LINE RIDGING



TERRACOTTA - NOUVEAU 
TITAN

COLOUR THAT LASTS A LIFETIME

AUSTRALIAN MADE 

SALT SAFE

ENDURING BEAUTY

YEAR

TERRACOTTA

COLOUR AND
PERFORMANCE

GUARANTEE

MONIER 
 TERRACOTTA



17†These colours have a metallic finish.  
 Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

The Marseille, our French-
inspired tile, offers practicality 
and simplicity for a classically 
styled roof. Available in a range 
of grey-toned and natural clay 
colours, the Marseille tile offers 
a timeless look to complete  
any design. Offering the  
colour longevity, strength,  
and durability of terracotta,  
the Marseille is ideal for  
homes of distinction.

SPECIFICATIONS

COVERAGE Approx. 12.6 tiles/sqm.

SIZE 280mmW x 455mmL

WEIGHT 3.75kg

ROOF PITCH Minimum 15° 
Sarking must be used under 20°  
Check with local government 
requirements

MARSEILLE

COLOUR RANGE

TERRACOTTA - MARSEILLE
EARTH

Bedrock AuroraCottage  
Red

Pottery  
Brown TanbarkSunset Florence  

Red Mars†

EarthMystic  
Grey Comet† Delta  

SandsPeak RiverstoneTitan  
Gloss

15°
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Nouveau is designed for a 
modern twist on a classic look. 
With clean, streamlined lines, 
Nouveau reflects the sleek  
and refined finish that is 
characteristic to any modern 
architecture. Combined with 
our latest grey-toned palette 
and metallic finish, it will 
create a sophisticated yet 
contemporary look for  
your home.

SPECIFICATIONS

COVERAGE Approx. 12.6 tiles/sqm.

SIZE 270mmW x 445mmL

WEIGHT 3.8kg

ROOF PITCH Minimum 12° 
Sarking must be used under 20°  
Check with local government 
requirements

NOUVEAU

COLOUR RANGE METALLIC TILES
Monier’s range of new and modern 
colours, including the innovative 
metallic colours, offer the latest in 
design trends. The current trend 
for new and renovated homes is 
introducing grey-toned shades.  
The Monier terracotta offers a  
range of grey hues from a soft 
charcoal to strong dark greys  
which complement the exterior 
colour of the rest of your home.

TERRACOTTA - NOUVEAU
COMET

BedrockEarth Mars†Riverstone

Comet†Titan RavinePeak

12°
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Bedrock

Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

Urban Shingle is the epitome 
of contemporary styling, 
delivering a flat & seamless 
roof tile. Featuring all the 
premium qualities of Terracotta, 
including a modern selection of 
colours, Urban Shingle defies 
tradition. With a unique rolled 
nose, this tile is ideally suited 
to the Hamptons and Mid-
Century Modern home-designs. 
Urban Shingle roof tiles provide 
quality, style and elegance to 
your home

SPECIFICATIONS

COVERAGE Approx. 12.7 tiles/sqm.

SIZE 271mmW x 445mmL 

WEIGHT 3.42kg

ROOF PITCH Minimum 18°  
Urban Shingle tiles must use sarking

URBAN SHINGLE 

COLOUR RANGE

TERRACOTTA - URBAN SHINGLE 
PEAK

18°

Titan RavinePeak Earth
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CONCRETE - HORIZON 
BARRAMUNDI

SEE PAGE 24

BETTER COLOUR PERFORMANCE

STRENGTHENS OVER TIME

SALT SAFE 

MODERN A-LINE RIDGING

MONIER 
CONCRETE YEAR

CONCRETE

PERFORMANCE
GUARANTEE



21*These colours are available made to order in VIC, TAS and SA with a 4 week lead time.  
C-LOC™ is available in selected colours, which will vary depending on the State. 
 Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

Elabana is a versatile profile 
that combines traditional good 
looks with exceptional product 
performance. Available in a 
range of fashionable colours, 
the Elabana profile can 
complete many different looks 
such as the Mediterranean style 
home featured above in our new  
Salt Spray colour.  
Comes standard with C-LOC™, 
so your roof looks better for 
longer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COVERAGE Approx. 11 tiles/sqm.

SIZE 329mmW x 420mmL  
(415mm NSW) 

WEIGHT 4.5kg

FEATURE C-LOC™ Colour  
Lock Technology

ROOF PITCH Minimum 15° 
Sarking must be used under 20°  
Check with local government 
requirements

Available 2017

ELABANA

COLOUR RANGE

SambucaBarramundi

Wild Rice

Aniseed

Chilli Saffron*Salt Spray*

Babylon

CONCRETE - ELABANA
SALT SPRAY

15°



22 *Tudor is a standard product in VIC, SA and TAS only. For more information about this profile please call us on 1800 666 437.  
C-LOC™ is available in selected colours, which will vary depending on the State. 
 Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

Defined, geometric lines make 
the Tudor profile suitable 
for both contemporary and 
traditional styled homes. 
Available in a range of colours, 
the Tudor profile can deliver  
a great looking roof to  
match any style. 
Comes standard with C-LOC™, 
so your roof looks better  
for longer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COVERAGE Approx 11 tiles/sqm.

SIZE 329mmW x 420mmL

WEIGHT 4.5kg

FEATURE C-LOC™ Colour  
Lock Technology

ROOF PITCH Minimum 15° 
Sarking must be used under 20°  
Check with local government 
requirements

TUDOR*

CONCRETE - TUDOR
BARRAMUNDI

COLOUR RANGE

Sambuca ChocolateBarramundi

Aniseed Saffron

15°
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Atura roof tiles are one  
of our most versatile and  
popular products. With a 
timeless and enduring look,  
this classically styled roof  
tile retains an authentic charm  
that will enhance any modern 
or period Australian home. 
Comes standard with C-LOC™,  
so your roof looks better  
for longer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COVERAGE Approx 11 tiles/sqm.

SIZE 327mmW x 420mmL  
(415mm in NSW)

WEIGHT 4.9kg

FEATURE C-LOC™ Colour  
Lock Technology

ROOF PITCH Minimum 15° 
Sarking must be used under 20°  
Check with local government 
requirements

ATURA (PREVIOUSLY TRADITIONAL)

COLOUR RANGE

AniseedSambuca WollemiBarramundi Camelot Babylon

Wild Rice*Silver Perch*Caraway* Chilli*Salt Spray*

CONCRETE - ATURA
BARRAMUNDI

*These colours are available made to order in VIC, TAS and SA with a 4 week lead time.  
 Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

15°
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The ultimate flat concrete 
roof tile. Designed to deliver a 
streamlined look that integrates 
seamlessly with current trends 
in Australian architecture. 
Available in a palette of 11 
inspirational colours, Horizon 
roof tiles will enhance the look 
of your new home. Comes 
standard with C-LOC™, so your 
roof looks better for longer.

SPECIFICATIONS

COVERAGE Approx. 11 tiles/sqm.

SIZE 329mmW x 420mmL  
(415mm in NSW)

WEIGHT 5.2kg

FEATURE C-LOC™ Colour  
Lock Technology

ROOF PITCH Minimum 15°^ 
Horizon tiles must use sarking

HORIZON

COLOUR RANGE

AniseedSambuca WollemiBarramundi Camelot Babylon

Wild Rice*Silver Perch*Caraway* Chilli*Salt Spray*

^   Minimum pitch for Horizon in QLD is 18 degrees *    These colours are available made to order in VIC, TAS and SA with a 4 week lead time. 
 Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

CONCRETE - HORIZON
SALT SPRAY

15°



25Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

MONIER TILES DELIVER OUTSTANDING  
GLOSS RETENTION.

C-LOC™ COATED CONCRETE TILES:

  8x better gloss retention than COLORBOND® Steel

 Won’t rust or corrode where metal will

 Concrete tiles get stronger with age

 Environmentally friendly low VOC coating

  Provides better thermal insulation than metal

MAKING A PROVEN PRODUCT  
ALREADY BETTER
Monier has a very rich and proud history, protecting 
families from the harsh Australian conditions for over  
100 years. All Monier concrete products outperform 
other concrete tile and metal roofing competitors.  
Monier concrete tiles have stood the test of time and  
are proven to protect the people you love from the  
harsh Australian elements.

YOUR HOME WILL LOOK BETTER 
FOR LONGER WITH C-LOC™
Monier are committed to best in class product quality 
and testing. After 2,000 hours of independent testing 
to Australian weather conditions, results showed 
standard COLORBOND® steel loses 98% of its gloss – 
meaning your roof will look older sooner. This colour 
change results from gradual surface degradation 
caused by outdoor exposure.

* Product samples are independently tested in a NATA certified lab for 
2,000 hours with cycles of UV exposure and condensation to simulate 
natural weather exposure. Testing has been performed on product 
samples of similar colour for fair comparison

CONCRETE TILES WITH C-LOC™ COATING

AFTERBEFORE

12% 
GLOSS 
LOSS

COLORBOND® STEEL COLOUR: MONUMENT

AFTERBEFORE

98% 
GLOSS 
LOSS

TERRACOTTA TILE

AFTERBEFORE

0% 
GLOSS 
LOSS

MONIER TILES DELIVER  
OUTSTANDING GLOSS RETENTION
Monier C-LOC™ technology outperforms metal roofing 
products in gloss retention. C-LOC™ technology loses 
only 12% of gloss in the same time metal roofing loses 
98% of  its gloss - which means minimal visible change  
in appearance for Monier tiles.

98%
GLOSS LOSS

Colorbond®
Steel

83%
GLOSS LOSS

Competitor 
Concrete Tile 
With Solvent-
Based Coating

12% 
GLOSS LOSS

Monier Concrete 
With C-LOC™ 

Coating

C-LOC

0%
GLOSS LOSS
TRERACOTTA

Monier 
Terracotta 

Tiles

C-LOC™ COATINGS ARE 
APPLIED TO MONIER'S  
RANGE OF CONCRETE TILES:

HORIZONATURAELABANA CAMBRIDGE MADISON
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With its ‘hewn stone’ 
finish, Cambridge is the 
ideal choice to replicate 
a slate look. Its unique 
appearance complements 
both contemporary and 
classically styled architecture, 
whilst conveying a level of 
sophistication that will be  
the envy of your neighbours.

SPECIFICATIONS

COVERAGE Approx 11 tiles/sqm.

SIZE 327mmW x 420mmL  
(415mm in NSW)

WEIGHT 4.9kg

FEATURE C-LOC™ Colour  
Lock Technology + Colour  
Through Technology

ROOF PITCH Minimum 15°  
Cambridge tiles must use sarking

CAMBRIDGE

CONCRETE - CAMBRIDGE
SOHO NIGHT

COLOUR RANGE

Soho Night

Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

15°



27Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

‘Sophisticated’ best describes 
the look of Madison. This roof 
tile features a centre shadow 
line that imitates a traditional 
shingle roof, creating an 
aesthetic that is unashamedly 
minimalist, stylish and exclusive.

SPECIFICATIONS

COVERAGE Approx. 11 tiles/sqm.

SIZE 329mmW x 415mmL

WEIGHT 5.2kg

FEATURE C-LOC™ Colour  
Lock Technology + Colour  
Through Technology 

ROOF PITCH Minimum 15° 
Madison tiles must use sarking

MADISON

CONCRETE - MADISON
SOHO NIGHT

COLOUR RANGE

Soho Night

15°
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BRADFORD MONIER 
SOLAR ROOFING

INTEGRATED DESIGN

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

THE POWER OF A GOOD LOOKING ROOF

SOLAR TILE

OUTPUT
PERFORMANCE

GUARANTEE

YEAR

SOLARtile™ - CONCRETE
CAMBRIDGE - SOHO NIGHT
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INTEGRATED DESIGN

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

THE POWER OF A GOOD LOOKING ROOF

The nation’s largest and longest established 
roofing company now makes it easier for 
Australia’s homeowners to join the solar age. 

Bradford Monier Solar Roofing combines the 
power of 100 years' roofing experience with 
high-tech solar expertise of Bradford Energy. 

It’s the easy, one-stop way to buy and install 
market-leading solar roofing technology – one  
of the most significant advances ever seen in 
the Australian market. 

There has never been a better time to learn 
about how solar works and experience the 
incredible benefits it can bring to your lifestyle.

Bradford Monier Solar Roofing packages  
are available when re-roofing and building  
your dream home.

THE POWER  
OF BRADFORD MONIER 
SOLAR ROOFING
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Compatible with all Monier 
roofing tiles, InlineSOLAR™  
is recess-mounted within 
your roof line, bringing you 
all the benefits of solar while 
maximising the street appeal  
of your home. 

InlineSOLAR™ is offered with 
industry leading aesthetic solar 
panels. Designed to have high 
system energy yields in low 
sunlight, these Tier 1 panels have 
been accepted worldwide due  
to their excellent performance.

Compatible with battery

25-year performance guarantee

Structural integrity

InlineSOLAR™

COMPATIBLE WITH MONIER'S RANGE OF ROOFING

Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

CONCRETE TERRACOTTA

DID YOU KNOW?
 Solar energy is a completely free  
source of energy. The average 
amount of sunlight radiation is 
1.4kW per square metre of the 
Earth’s surface. 15,000 times more 
solar energy falls over Australia 
than is consumed by our continent.

InlineSOLAR™ & CONCRETE
CAMBRIDGE - SOHO NIGHT
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Compatible with battery

25-year performance guarantee

Structural integrity

Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

The unique integrated design  
of SOLARtile™ means you  
won't ever compromise the 
visual appearance of your  
home - you'll enhance it.

Interlocking SOLARtile™  
actually replaces a section of 
your existing roof tiles. They  
can be laid in any configuration  
to blend into your roofline. See 
below for the Monier roof tiles 
compatible with SOLARtile™.

SOLARtile™

COMPATIBLE WITH MONIER’S CONCRETE RANGE BELOW

MADISON

SOLARtile™ & CONCRETE
CAMBRIDGE - SOHO NIGHT

CAMBRIDGE HORIZON
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Australia has more solar radiation energy 
available per square metre than anywhere  
in the world. 

From adding beauty and value to your property to 
lowering energy bills, cutting pollution and bringing  
you more independence from the grid, Monier Solar 
Roofing, powered by Bradford Energy, gives back  
to you in ways that other power sources cannot. 

TIER 1 SOLAR SOLUTIONS

Monier uses the best and most trusted Tier 1 Solar 
Manufacturers – which make up only 2% of the industry. 
All Tier 1 Solar Manufacturers come with a 10 year 
warranty plus a 25-year performance guarantee, so you 
know you’re making a real investment with a company 
who will be there every step of the way. The Bradford 
warranted solar systems are covered by an industry 
leading warranty.

BENEFITS OF SOLAR 
WITH BRADFORD 
MONIER ROOFING

MONIER SOLAR ROOFING GIVES BACK TO YOU

SAVINGS

Switching to solar lowers your energy  
bills and can actually make you money  
by feeding back to the grid. The average 
Australian home saves up to $3,000*  
on average, per year with Solar Roofing. 

INNOVATION

Monier was the first to bring SOLARtile™  
and InlineSOLAR™ technology to the 
Australian market. 

QUALITY

InlineSOLAR™ and SOLARtile™ come 
with a 10-year warranty plus a 25-year 
performance guarantee, including technical 
and industry-wide service support. 
All components are produced by ISO 
accredited manufacturers to ensure the 
components are of the highest quality.

ECO-FRIENDLY

Solar energy produces no waste, no noise, 
no pollution and does not deplete natural 
resources or fossil fuels. 

INTEGRATED DESIGN

Seamless integration – without 
compromising design. SOLARtile™  
and InlineSOLAR™ are beautifully  
integrated within Monier's strong  
and beautiful roofing. 

EASY TO INSTALL

We will professionally install all Solar 
Roofing from delivery to final connection. 
All our products have been designed for 
quick and easy installation – we will even 
manage the government STC rebate^  
for you. 

EXPERTISE

Monier roofs have been protecting 
Australian families for over 100 years. 
Combined with the solar experts at 
Bradford Energy, we are the leading 
providers of Australia's highest quality  
solar technology. 

MONITORING

Our solar monitoring apps also allow  
our customers to access real-time 
information on their energy usage  
to maximise energy efficiency. 

*  Assumptions: Savings calculation based on 5 people living in a detached house. Average electricity tariff for each state assumed.  
Based on an average load profile simulated on an average day. Actual payback may vary. Annual saving is simplified to 365 x daily saving. 
Savings amount for 5kW Bradford Solar ChargePack including Tesla Powerwall (13.5kWh home battery).

^ Small-scale Technology Certificate (STC) – part of Australia’s Renewable Energy Target program.
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For our full range of solar roofing packages visit monier.com.au

1
SELECT 
YOUR 
SOLAR 
ROOF

2
SELECT YOUR ROOF TILE

3
SELECT 
BATTERY  
OR NO 
BATTERY?

4
SELECT YOUR  
ENERGY PACK

Compatible with all Monier Concrete  
and Terracotta roofing tiles, InlineSOLAR™ 
is recess-mounted within your  
roof line, bringing you all the benefits  
of solar while maximising the street  
appeal of your home. 

Visit monier.com.au for our full Terracotta 
and Concrete roofing range

NO  
Battery

SolarPack Pro 

3kW

4kW

5kW

6kW

7kW

YES  
Tesla  
Powerwall

ChargePack Pro

5kW

6kW

7kW

Available for installation in 2020. 
Interlocking SOLARtile™ actually 
replaces a section of your existing roof 
tiles. The Monier SOLARtile™ has been 
designed to integrate with the following 
tiles from the Monier Concrete range.

Visit monier.com.au for  
further information

NO  
Battery

SOLARtile™ SolarPack

3kW

5kW

Yes  
LG-CHEM  
Battery

SOLARtile™ ChargePack

3kW

5kW

In
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TERRACOTTA CONCRETE

MADISON CAMBRIDGEHORIZON

ENERGY & ROOFING
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BEDROCK

TERRACOTTA COLOUR RANGE

Colours have been reproduced as faithfully as possible, however, actual colours may vary due to he printing process. We urge all customers to view tiles on display before 
making your decision. Technical information such as roof pitches, rafter lengths and sarking can be found on the Monier website at monier.com.au.  
Contact Monier on 1800 666 437 for more information.

MARSEILLE

EARTHCOMET† DELTA SANDS RIVERSTONEMYSTIC GREYPEAKTITAN GLOSS

BEDROCK AURORACOTTAGE RED POTTERY BROWN TANBARKSUNSET FLORENCE RED MARS†

NOUVEAU

BEDROCKRIVERSTONECOMET† MARS†TITAN EARTHPEAK RAVINE

URBAN SHINGLE 

TITAN EARTHPEAK RAVINE
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CONCRETE COLOUR RANGE

CAMBRIDGE

SOHO NIGHT

MADISON

SOHO NIGHT

BASIC CLASSIFICATION   LIGHT <0.475   MEDIUM 0.475 - 0.70   HIGH 0.70 - 1.0

*These colours are available made to order in VIC, TAS and SA with a 4 week lead time. ^Tudor is a standard product in VIC, SA and TAS only. 
‡Delta sands is available in Nullarbor in VIC only. †These colours have a metallic finish. For more information about this profile please call us on 1800 666 437. 
 Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.

ELABANA

SALT SPRAY* SAFFRON*

SAMBUCA ANISEED CHILLIBABYLONBARRAMUNDI WILD RICE

ATURA / HORIZON

CHILLI*SILVER PERCH* WILD RICE* SALT SPRAY*CARAWAY*

WOLLEMI*SAMBUCABARRAMUNDI ANISEEDCAMELOT* BABYLON

TUDOR^

CHOCOLATESAMBUCABARRAMUNDI ANISEED SAFFRON

C-LOC™ Colour Lock Technology is our 
latest generation in coating. Exclusive 
to Monier, it retains gloss for even 
longer, so your roof is more resistant to 
fade. Monier C-LOC™ Technology has 
been independently tested to have 8x 
better gloss performance than standard 
COLORBOND® Steel. C-LOC™ is available 
on all of Monier's Concrete range.



The right sarking and ventilation system can make  
your home more comfortable, improve energy efficiency 
and control condensation. To optimise the performance 
of your new Monier™ tiled roof, consider installing 
Bradford™ roof sarking and Edmonds® ventilation 
products. A system of reflective roof sarking combined 

with hybrid or wind-driven ventilation can help a  
tiled roof keep your home cooler throughout summer. 
Ventilation also helps reduce the risk of harmful 
condensation all year round by regularly replacing  
the air in your roof cavity.

OPTIMISE YOUR ROOF TO CREATE A HIGH 
PERFORMING ENERGY EFFICIENT HOME

ACCESSORIES  
& INSTALLATION

MORE COMFORTABLE

ENERGY EFFICIENT

HEALTHIER

MAKE YOUR HOME AS EFFICIENT  
AS POSSIBLE

Thermoseal™ roof sarking keeps your home cooler 
in summer and warmer in winter and significantly 
increases the thermal efficiency of your home.
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CONCRETE - CAMBRIDGE
SOHO NIGHT

SEE PAGE 26



CONTINUOUS COMFORT IN A  
FRESHER, HEALTHIER HOME

Edmonds® ventilation encourages fresh air into  
your home and creates a more comfortable,  
healthier living environment for your family.

HEAT REDUCTION

In summer, your roof space can reach temperatures  
of up to 70°C. Put simply, a roof ventilator removes  
the heat and replaces it with cooler ambient air.  
This helps your insulation work more effectively  
and reduces the need to run your air conditioner  
to keep your home comfortable.

MOISTURE MANAGEMENT

Moisture in your home can be a destructive force  
which causes condensation. This in turn can result  
in structural damage. Moisture also leads to mould  
and mildew that can trigger asthma and allergies.  
With this is mind, proper ventilation not only helps 
protect the integrity of your home but can also  
improve the health of your family.

AIR QUALITY

There’s nothing like a breath of fresh air, but many  
homes aren’t designed to encourage air circulation. 
Edmonds® roof and sub floor vents, ceiling grilles,  
and air transfer systems help to encourage fresh air  
into areas of your home where it’s most beneficial.

HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT SYSTEM  
FOR HOMES WITH TILED ROOFS

To select the right ventilator for your application,  
simply select the Edmonds® product that  
corresponds to your needs.

Monier’s Roof Restoration and maintenance  
range has been designed by the roofing experts  
to perform in Australian conditions. 

The range is designed for use on all types  
of concrete and terracotta roofs*. Importantly,  
the entire product range meets all relevant  
Australian standards so you’re assured of  
product quality and durability. 

Working at heights has risks and Monier  
recommends all work should be carried  
out by a qualified roofing specialist.

EDMONDS LOW ENERGY VENTILATION

AiroMatic®
 Equivalent to 6 wind driven vents

Allows natural light into the roof space

WindMaster™
   High quality aluminum

Runs energy free

Maestro BAL™
 Ideal for homes in bush fire areas

 Rated to BAL 40 (AS3959-2009)

TurboBeam™
 Clear acrylic head lets in natural light

 Deters pests from entering roof space

SupaVent™
  UV stable polymer

 Suitable for coastal areas

   Low profile design

EDMONDS WIND DRIVEN VENTILATION

ROOF RESTORATION &  
MAINTENANCE RANGE

*Monier does not recommend the use of Roofcoat™ on Terracotta roof tile.

For more information on the Monier roof restoration  
and maintenance range please refer to our website at: 
www.monier.com.au
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INSPIRATION & AWARDS

HUNTINGDALE GOLF COURSE  
INARC ARCHITECTS

AWARD  
FINALIST 2014 ROOF TILE 
EXCELLENCE AWARD

TILE 
MARSEILLE EARTH

The enduring success of Monier is underpinned by our commitment to quality  
Australian made roofing products, superior customer service and continued innovation.

ELIAS HOUSE  
HARMER ARCHITECTURE  
HOLLY WALDRON

AWARD  
WINNER 2016 ROBIN DODS 
TERRACOTTA ROOF AWARD

TILE 
NULLARBOR DELTA SANDS AND 
RAVINE. (NOW URBAN SHINGLE 
AVAILABLE IN RAVINE)

LANA'S FOREVER HOME  
THREE BIRDS HOUSE 6

AWARD  
FINALIST 2017 ROOF TILE 

EXCELLENCE AWARD

TILE 
CONCRETE ELABANA



DIGITAL & iDESIGN

WE WANT YOU TO BE INSPIRED BY YOUR ROOF  
AS MUCH AS WE ARE. WE HAVE ALL THE 
INFORMATION YOU NEED AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

WARRANTY INFORMATION
For warranty information on any Monier product please refer to our website. Our goods come 
with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled 
to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably 
foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the 
goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.

Visit monieridesign.com.au to start designing your dream today!

DIGITAL

Visit monier.com.au for the latest product information, 
new projects and case studies on our blog, to find a 
Monier certified roofing specialist or display centre,  
and even to design your ideal home using our new  
tool, iDesign by Monier.

We're always interested to hear how your project  
is going, so get in touch with us on Facebook  
or Instagram @csrmonier.

INTRODUCING IDESIGN BY MONIER

With iDesign, you are in control. You can upload your 
own home design, or select from the pre-uploaded 
homes, and then customise every detail of your  
home using real materials used by builders.

REALISE YOUR VISION.  
DREAM IT. DESIGN IT. BUILD IT.
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We are exceptionally proud of 
our successful 100-year history 
protecting Australians from the 
often harsh Australian elements. 
While this credible test of time 
supports our claim as Australia’s 
leading roof manufacturer, we 
undoubtedly owe our enduring 
success to a commitment to 
quality and continued innovation. 
From the original Wunderlich 
Terracotta tile to the world’s first, 
integrated panels InlineSOLAR™,  
our core values have remained. 

Contact Monier on 1800 666 437 
to find out more.

PROTECTING 
THE PEOPLE 
WE LOVE 
FOR OVER 
100 YEARS

ENERGY & ROOFING

10
19

monier.com.au


